What I did with my Physics Degree

Monday, Feb. 16 at 3:30 p.m.
CCT Theater -- LSU Digital Media Center

Alumni share career experience
Q & A

Peter Reis, PosiTech Corporation
“Using Physics and Computation in Industry.”
Peter will share how he uses physics to design electric hydraulic circuits in industrial automation and how he uses computation to program electrical circuits using the Programmable Logic Controller.

Sean Hall, Carver Scientific
“Some surprising thoughts and realizations from a would-be scientist about employment in the ‘Real World’.”
Sean will discuss his experience with Carver Scientific, and the development of innovative materials, processes and technologies that bring transformative change to the way electricity is generated, managed and stored.

Alex Brandt, Rackspace
“How I learned to stop worrying and live in business.”
Alex will share his journey to explore what a physics degree provides in the business world. As a cloud evangelist, he provides support and technology solutions, internally developing new approaches with evolving technologies.
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